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History
Q: How do we expose our local assets to discovery? (pre Alma Digital)

• ~95,000 documents (pdf, img, etc) – (~130GB)
• ~2900 digital streaming media files - (~1.5TB)
A: We use Alma portfolio’s and Uresolver (ViewIT GetIT)  in conjunction with 
our custom discovery interface to expose appropriate linking 
information to stream or deliver the local files.

Q: How do we load and associate those files to local storage?
A: Dashboard (not my name!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is a services dashboard? Basically it started out as a way for our teams to easily associate our locally stored digital media content to electronic portfolios for discovery.  Prior to Alma Digital, we have been using portfolios to expose and govern access to digital media stored on our local media servers.  We have been using the portfolio method for several different applications, but we will eventually move all of those services across to Alma Digital. (with the exception of our media streaming application) We wouldn’t have the capacity for hosting 1.5TB of videos, nor the performance to stream them. From this point, we decided to enhance the functionality further for one team in particular.  Our ‘research outputs’ repository team is always under the pump to push out quality, vetted metadata and load associated digital versions to our repository.   There are several ways that we capture our research publications in Alma, but the one main uses for this “dashboard” is for the publications entered by the researcher themselves.  [#Appian#] We have a guided form that allows for a DOI lookup which prepopulates as much metadata as possible, allowing for edits, and is then submitted into Alma (suppressed), along with some form of digital evidence or post-print version of the publication.  The researcher then waits patiently (not always) for it to be processed.  Our research team would then enhance and correct this metadata (in alma) and verify the evidence / post print, and notify the researcher that it’s been accepted and is available in discovery.  This particular workflow was the focus of some enhancements to the initial dashboard.  



Evolution
It started out simple – reading Uresolver and loading /associating files 
to our media servers… 

Since we were already here, why not make a few other tasks easier for 
the teams.
e.g.
• Create a persistent identifier
• Un suppress a record
• Mint a DOI
• Prefill / harvest external data sources 
• And now… All things Alma Digital
• Plus more…



Current(old) Dashboard 
• File association 
• Mint Handle 
• Mint DOI
• Un-suppress record

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The functionality began with a simple file upload, which associated a portfolio with a digital file. (MMS lookup via Uresolver to discover the already created portfolio, with specific linking format)Since the researcher usually provides some form of digital file when submitting their work, we added a section to interrogate our FTP server for any file(s) associated with a given MMS, allowing our staff to simply select which portfolio they wanted to associate the file with We had a mandate to provide persistent linking to all research outputs, so a no brainer was to make this functionality present within the dashboard also.  We already had an API available to mint handles, so if a record was retrieved from Alma without the specific MARC field present, we activated the means to mint on from the dashboard.  [pic of handle] Generally, if a handle is being minted, this is the final stage of the record curation, meaning it can also be unsuppressed and is ready to be indexed by primo and shown in discovery.  So an additional option was added to allow an un-suppress action to occur at the same time the handle was being updated in Alma.  



Dashboard continued...
• Notify Researcher

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final step from this workflow is to notify the submitter that their record is available and searchable in discovery.  This was typically a manual email (template) when our staff were confident the record had made it into discovery successfully (Our primo indexing schedule is every 6 hours).  This meant that staff had to keep track of each record and ensure they notified each one appropriately.  This then became one of the final additions to this workflow enhancement.  We added the functionality to send a delayed email (set for 6 hours) which was already pre-populated with the citation / persistent link, and any other data required.  All the staff member needed to do was select which template the publication fell under, enter who to send it to (also pre-populated some of the time) and submit.  Our email servers (MS Exchange) already has the functionality for a delay send, so we utilise the Exchange Web Services (EWS) APIs to initiate that process. [pic of email template] 
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Current(old) – Moving parts



Current(old) Discovery Logic
Primo

Local Media Servers
• Archives
• Research outputs
• Streaming media
• Document delivery

Discovery

Alma

Search Result 
• Link to digital file 

(Uresolver)
• RTA (physical)

API Layer

RTA/Uresolver

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<uresolver_content xmlns="http://com/exlibris/urm/uresolver/xmlbeans/u">
  <context_object>
    <keys>
    <key id="portfolio_PID">5379242130001831</key>
...
  <target_url>https://search.library.unisa.edu.au/media/readings/99100041101831</target_url>



The APIs (old)

• Alma
• Uresolver
• Primo
• ANDS (DOI minting – grey literature)
• Persistent Identifier (handle.net – local API)
• Microsoft Exchange (EWS)



But wait…  Alma Digital! 



Upcoming Moving Parts
• Introduction of Alma Digital (AWS)

Dashboard

Alma

API Layer

Email Server (Exchange)
EWS (API)

SFTP Server

ANDS (DOI)

Handle Server

AWS

3rd Party APIs

• WOS
• Scopus
• ORCID

Corporate Data (HR)



Upcoming Discovery Logic
Primo

Local Media Servers
• Archives
• Research outputs
• Streaming media
• Document delivery
• Digital 

Discovery Alma

Search Result 
• Link to digital file 

(RTA+)
• Physical item 

Availability

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<libraryDataServices requestingIP="130.220.0.2" requestDate="2017/05/15 15:17:56">
      <location name="Digital" callnumber="">
        <item id="12143885520001831" format="Digital" barcode="" label="Restricted Published 
Version" note="" public_note="" thumbnail="https://ap01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/view/delivery/
thumbnail/61USOUTHAUS_INST/12143885520001831" access_rights="Restricted" status="Available" 
file_location="9915913708701831\12143885520001831\13143882580001831.pdf" library_location="IRT/
ADMIN/ILL">
        

RTA+
• Bib API

• Representation/Files
• File 

Alma Digital
• File Discovered (API)
• File Downloaded locally from AWS (DR/BC)
• File Exposed to end user from local server

API Layer

API calls

AWS



Upcoming(new) Dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the current dashboard has been in place for several years, it was time for a refresh and rethink.  We had decided to migrate all our content from our locally stored digital files to Alma Digital.  This meant a change of workflow in both Alma for the team, and the functionality of the services dashboard.  Working with representations instead of portfolios meant a far more streamlined approach.  Since we were at it, we decided to add some additional functions for the team, allowing for more enhancing of record metadata including vendor harvesting (ORCID, Scopus, WoS), HR data lookups, automating copyright statements, and representation / files creation all from the single interface, which aside from the convenience, it is important from a OHSW point of view (the less clicks and mouse movements, the better)We can now almost entirely work outside of the Alma interface for this type of work, utilising the APIs from Alma, Amazon, WoS, Scopus, ORCID and locally built APIs for our HR data.We opted for a guided workflow style approach, where our staff would simply follow the steps…



Upcoming(new) Dashboard – on boarding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another new function which was important to streamline was our on-boarding processes.  We started looking at ways we could accomplish this, and we came up with the exact same approach as for the publication harvesting.  We lookup a users’ publication, and pick what we want to harvest into Alma – We can do this several ways.  ORCID lookup being the most straight forward.  If the on boarded user has an up-to-date ORCID profile, we can simply interrogate that profile, list off all publications, comparing and flagging ones we may already have, and allowing our staff to simply select and save the relevant ones.  From there, they would be taken back to the first page, where they can do any manual enhancing that needs doing.



Upcoming(new) Dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whilst we were at it, we added the functionality of direct publication harvest / lookup.  This is by simply entering certain identifiers and searching (DOI, EID, WoSID) – this then executes the various APIs available to us, e.g. WoS/Scopus lists off the results found, flags any that we may already have in Alma, and allows the user to select and save the relevant records.  



MARC Merge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we find the same record from multiple venders, we preference one, but then merge any orphan fields that exist from one into the other.   That way, we get the most complete record first hand, and any human tweaks are reduced.



The APIs
• Alma
• Uresolver
• Primo
• ANDS (DOI minting – grey literature)
• Persistent Identifier (handle.net – local)
• Microsoft Exchange (EWS)
• Amazon AWS
• Web Of Science
• Scopus
• ORCID
• Local APIs for local data



Repository Work…



Harvest: Automatic
WoS / Scopus
• Weekly harvest of top 200 listed 

publications for UniSA in Web of Science 
and Scopus (affiliation query to APIs)

• Checks against Alma for duplicates – DOI 
/ WoSID / EID (nightly export of set to 
FTP)

• Automatically enriches data with persistent 
ID (handle) and any data fixes and tweaks 
e.g. CAPS / Title Case 

• Merge any missing fields from one source 
to another (rules based on vendor)

• Insert record into Alma.
• Notify team of imported records

Alma
BIB API

Convert to 
MARC 
(XSLT) 

API to 
Scopus 

API to 
WoS

Merge 
MARC

Scopus 
to 

MARC

WoS to 
MARC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the alternate ways we obtain publications for our Research outputs repository is via a weekly harvest.  We start by calling the WoS and Scopus APIs with parameters for listing UniSA authors.This process extracts each record, determines if a record already exists in Alma using one of 3 different identifiers (DOI,  WoSID, EID) and will automatically add the suppressed record to Alma, creating a persistent identifier at the same time.The weekly harvest then notifies the team of the harvested record, and those records then follow the same workflow as the previous slides (lookup MMS, etc.)



1
•Harvest WoS
•Harvest Scopus

2
•Transform to MARC XML (XSLT)

3
•Compare with Existing Alma Records for duplicates

4
•Import new records into Alma (BIB API)

5
•Update successfully created records with Handle 
(MMS required for handle) - (BIB API)

6
•Notify Team of records (email + attachment of 
report)

Harvest process

Harvest 
Task

Alma

API Layer

Email Server (Exchange)
EWS (API)

SFTP Server
Handle Server

3rd Party APIs

• WOS
• Scopus



Harvest process
Latest 200 publications by UniSA affiliated authors
- Scopus: REST: http://api.elsevier.com/content/search/scopus?start=0&count=200&query=AF-ID{unisa id}……
- WoS: SOAP: (annoying): http://search.webofknowledge.com/esti/wokmws/ws/WokSearch

Converted to MARC using simple XSL and imported to Alma 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We convert the source XML directly to MARC before doing any interrogation or matching on the data, this way we can ensure consistent matching.We then perform the marc merge if multiple sources  return results for a single record.   

http://search.webofknowledge.com/esti/wokmws/ws/WokSearch


Harvest: Manual

‘On-boarding’ 
ORCID, DOI, WoS, EID, etc

Enhance

ORCID

WoS

Scopus

Dashboard Lookup 
vendors Alma

• Link HR record data
• Persistent Identifiers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I touched on earlier, the repository staff have the ability to simply search for unique identifier and have that record created for them in Alma. Ready for enhancement (if required)



Automatic Coversheets
Alma Digital / PDF automated 
coversheets 
• Dynamic
• On the fly
• Metadata driven
• Custom copyright disclaimers for 

publishers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not technically part of the dashboard, but a quick win on saving loads of time, was to implement automatic, on-the-fly coversheets for all documents meeting coversheet requirements.  Prior to this enhancement, staff members would have to create the coversheet with the relevant metadata and copyright, edit and save each PDF.  This was a cumbersome and tedious task, also requiring Adobe Professional for each staff member in the team. (just for that task).Now what we do is utilise our custom discovery interface to inject the metadata/persistent id/copyright etc. all without a single extra step from for our staff.  Their same metadata standards they already use dictate what and how a coversheet will be injected.   This simple tweak to our discovery interface will eventually save countless hours of unnecessary work.The way we set this up was to use PdfSharp and the Alma Bib to create a simple HTML document which we inject to the first page of the existing PDF when exposing to the end user.  The result is an additional 20-40kilobytes of data to the initial size of the PDF, and the whole process adds negligible time to the download.  We’ve decided to keep this as a process in memory, rather than saving the coversheet to the actual document, as the metadata or template / links may change, and WHEN that happens, we won’t have thousands of PDFs with obsolete data in them…  This has the additional benefit of preserving the original document. 



How it will come together in Discovery
Demo – don’t hold your breath! 

– (network connection permitting)



Questions

ben.dalwood@unisa.edu.au
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